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ABSTRACT - In this research paper, we study the secondary service's potential ability for overlay and 

underlay access patterns. Formerly, in compare to the underlay scheme, we suggest a mixed access policy where 

the secondary service transmits data during idle periods without paying attention to the interruption limit. In 

comparison with the overlay method, the diversified strategy transmits with a probability P(A) throughout busy 

stages, subject to sustaining the interfering threshold condition. The constraint P(A) is a auxiliary facility factor 

that can be improved dependent on the spectrum state. Similarly, we establish how secondary operations can 

change likelihood to find an optimal access control mechanism with the intention of boosting data rates based on 

interference generated by the primary service transmitter at the secondary service receiver. The proposed 

spectrum-sharing methodology reported in this paper has a lower system complexity than the system that 

requires applied interference at the primary receiver for frequency sharing. For the underlay method, we 

additionally present a tiny power allocation technique whose obtained capacity is extremely close to the 

secondary service's maximum feasible capacity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Every day, the adoption of smart users increases, and bandwidths become heavily crowded, especially in rapidly 

growing urban regions. Significant spectrum congestion will emerge in the near future if the current situation 

persists. To avoid disaster, new technology must be implemented. To some extent, advanced techniques such as 

IMT Advanced[1,5] and 3GPP Long Term Evolution can help to mitigate the rising spectrum use. 

Other solutions must be implemented to assist mitigate spectrum shortages to some extent. Spectrum 

sharing is one approach to get the most out of your spectrum. Communication can take several forms, including 

sharing with other operators, sharing available bandwidth with unlicensed band, and so on.Cellular subscribers 

sharing spectrum with ad hoc users is an example of spectrum sharing between licenced and unlicensed 

users[16]. 
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Figure 1: Cognitive Radio Underlay Model Specifications 

All users' interference is recognised by the underlay paradigm. It only requires simultaneous transmission of 

primary and secondary systems if the SU's interference at the PU is below a certain threshold. 

 
I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
To depict broadband services, typical transport protocols preserve a bandwidth utilisation and it can send more 

packets than the CWND (traffic delays aperture) length without notice. For making a connection or 

reconnecting after a packet loss, TCP Tahoe [8] has a lengthy start phase. The sender starts with a one-minute 

congestion window and extends it by one minute for each acknowledgement received, expanding the 

congestion window exponentially until a packet loss occurs. 

When a transmission packet is dropped, the network can be considered crowded, and the latency is set 

at 1. When three duplicate acknowledgments are received, unlike TCP Tahoe, the congestion window size is 

halved rather being set to 1, and the transmitter sends the missing segments quickly[14]. In the case of a single 

packet loss, TCP Reno identifies overpopulation quickly and improves speed, but in the case of multiple packet 

losses in a single window, it operates similarly to TCP Tahoe. 

TCP New Reno is an upgrade to TCP Reno that enables quick recovery from many missed packets in a 

unified platform. TCP Vegas uses round trip time to evaluate network capacity and modifies TCP Reno's bad 

onset and congestion control phases[4]. 

 
II. METHODOLOGY 

 
The assumption in many overlay cognitive radio models is that the unlicensed user's encoder, known as the 

cognition encoder, interprets the information and stores it to be provided by the principal codec during the next 

transponder phase[14]. 

In practical systems, this notion frequently underpins idealism. This is also valid when the primary broadcaster 

sends its data input in advance to a secondary transmitter, which might also operate in a separate frequency 

band. 

 
Figure 2: Information on the Quality of Cognitive Radio Channels 

 
UCR WITH PARTIAL MULTIUSER CQI FOR TWO USERS 

In practical, the fundamental transmit and receive pair may use frequency division duplex (FDD), with the 
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transmitter Tx1 periodically delivering training sequences to the receiver Rx1 to aid channel estimates and 

coherence detection/decoding[6]. 

Rx1 informs Tx1 of the CQI of the Tx1-Rx1 link through a feedback channel. On the secondary user side, we 

assume Rx2 can communicate with Tx2 over a feedback channel. We suggest the following explanation for CQI 

knowledge assumptions based on the above system description: 

 
• Rx2 is a backup receiver that listens in on Tx1 and Rx1's conversation. The CQI of the Tx1-Rx2 link can 

then be calculated by Rx2. 

• Rx1 is likely to give CQI feedback using a minimal shared codebook, such as repetition code. By 

identifying the prime user's feedback channel, Rx2 can acquire CQI about the Tx1-Rx1 link. 

• At the start of cognitive communication, Rx2 demands that Tx2 provide a training sequence across the 

primary spectrum. The Tx2-Rx2 link is now known to CQI[3]. 

•  If necessary, Rx1 can predict the Clinical guidelines of the Tx2-Rx1 link, but this details is not displayed in 

its feedback channel because to an upper-layer protocol[2]. 

 

III. UNDERLAY-CR SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

 
Underlay waveforms in additive white gaussian noise channel quality are simulated. Perfect synchronisation 

between primary and secondary users is assumed. To validate these waveforms, the performance metric of 

analytical versus simulated P(b) versus Eb/No is used[13]. 

When the secondary user is perfectly synchronised with the primary user and uses an overlay 

waveform, there is no interference from the secondary user to the primary user; thus, the non-contiguous overlay 

waveform secondary user's performance follows the theoretical performance under AWGN channel 

conditions[7]. 

 
 

 
Figure 3: The performance of NC-MCCDMA BPSK underlay is 

evaluated by a secondary user. The decibel ratio between primary 

and secondary users is ten (dB) 

 

 

Figure 4: As a secondary user, the underlay NC- 

MCCDMA BPSK performed well. The user power 

ratio between primary and secondary users is 20dB. 

 

The primary and secondary underlay users will interfere with each other in the case of the CR underlay, 

resulting in frame rate drops. In order to develop insight and knowledge of causing interference, three cases 

were explored. Its first two circumstances look at the CR underlay waveform in the vicinity of prime signal 

distortion, while the third looks at primary user performance in the presence of CR underlay interference[9]. 

The principal user in the first scenario is OFDM on a continuous 32 sub-carrier band with BPSK 

modulation. MC-CDMA modulated with BPSK[12] is described as the underlay waveform. While meeting its 

own performance objectives and providing minimum disruption to the primary user, the underlay waveform 

consumes significantly less power and spreads its spectrum. 

In a Channel estimation with primary user interference, Figures 3 and 4 indicate the effectiveness of an 
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underlay unlicensed users. The signal strength of the underlay waveforms in Figures 3 and 4 is 10 and 20dB 

lower than that of the licenced users. 

It can be seen that when the underlay waveform's spectral length increases, its performance increases 

till it reaches the projected optimum at N = 512. Consequently, in Figure. 5, the underlay waveforms should 

increase its distributing length to 1024 to ensure effectiveness and reach the possible hypothetical 

formulation[8]. 

Figures 6–12 show the theoretical and simulated BER performance of a secondary user using an 

underlay waveform. Figure 4.12 shows the findings when the transmission power of the secondary user is 20dB 

lower than that of the primary user, and Figure 4.13 shows the results when the power disparity is 30dB. The 

circles represent simulated outcomes when the secondary user spreads to 128 subcarriers, the stars represent 

simulation results when the secondary user spreads to 256 subcarriers, and the squares represent simulation 

results whenthe secondary user spreads to 512 subcarriers[11]. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5: As a secondary user, the performance of the 

Underlay NC-MCCDMA BPSK 30dB user power ratio 

between primary and secondary users 

Figure 6: As a secondary user, Underlay NC- 

CI/MCCDMA BPSK performed well. The user power 
ratio between primary and secondary users is 20dB 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: As a secondary user, Underlay NC-TDCS 

BPSK performed well. The user power ratio between 

primary and secondary users is 20dB 

Figure 8: For Underlay secondary user performance, 

comparing analytic and simulated findings (at power - 

10dB below primary user) 

 
At any given time, 32 non-contiguous sub-carriers are expected to be accessible for secondary CR users. Figures 

5–7 depict the performance of four non-contiguous underlay waveforms. According to the analysis, non- 

contiguous waveforms using 8PSK and BPSK modulation, such as NC-MCCDMA, NC-OFDM, NC-CI/MC- 

CDMA, and TDCS, fit the theoretical expressions of 8PSK and BPSK modulation under AWGN network 

conditions. 
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Figure 9: For Underlay secondary user performance, 

comparing analytic and simulated findings (at power - 

20dB below primary user) 

Figure 10: For Underlay secondary user performance, 

comparing analytic and simulated findings (at power -30dB 

below primary user) 
 

 

 

 

Figure 11: As a secondary user, Underlay NC- 

MCCDMA 8PSK performed well. The user power 

ratio between primary and secondary users is 20dB 

Figure 12 : As a secondary user, the Underlay NC-TDCS 

8PSK performed well. The user power ratio between 

primary and secondary users is 20dB 

 

Figure 13: In the presence of numerous primary users, the performance of underlay NC-MCCDMA BPSK as a 

secondary user 
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Underlay Waveform Multi-path Fading Simulation Analysis 

 
This section shows the waveforms of an underlay-CR in a frequency selective fading channel. NC-OFDM, NC- 

MC-CDMA, CI/MC-CDMA, and TDCS are all multi-carrier waveforms that have been implemented. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14 : Performance of an overlay NC-OFDM 

waveform in a Frequency Selective Fading channel 

Figure 15: In a Frequency Selective Fading channel, 

overlay NC-OFDM waveform performance with channel 

coding. 

 
There are expected to be 32 non-contiguous sub-carriers available. Figure 8 shows the efficiency of NC-OFDM 

with both 8PSK and BPSK modulated signals. The diversity advantage of microstrip bandpass mixing is 

increased since NC-OFDM broadcasts a unique pattern on each subband and each sub-carrier experiences flat 

fading. Figure 9 shows an OFDM waveform with channel coding to take advantage of spectrum heterogeneity. 
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Figure 16:Frequency Selective Fading channel performance of NC-OFDM and NC-MCCDMA waveforms 

 
The performance of NC-OFDM-BPSK and NC-MC-CDMA BPSK modulations is shown in Figure 10. The 

exceptional result can be attributed to the MRC diversity technique's eight-fold spectral selectivity 

enhancements. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

More than just preventing customer complaints should be the goal of quality control specialists. Daily routines 

have yet to be developed for all possible uses. To maximise channel capacity and spectrum efficiency, both 

unused and underutilised spectral regions must be used. A delicate decision From a developing SMSE 

framework based on hard choice spectrum utilisation, an SMSE structure for core network waveforms suited for 
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CR-based application domains has been extended. The Cognitive Radio-based SDR is capable of dynamically 

creating underlay waveforms to fit the demands of the user given a preset set of SD-SMSE design criteria. 
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